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For many years, the derivation of
H = −△− Tr
∑
i<j
[Xi, Xj]
2
(involving finitely many antihermitean traceless N ×N matrices Xi =
N2−1∑
a=1
xiaTa, i = 1, . . . , d)
1 as describing a quantized discrete analogue of
relativistically invariant surface dynamics2 in Rd+1 was available only in
rather inconvenient forms (handwritten [1], too condensed [2], typeset3
by a local journal [3]). With the supersymmetric analogue of H ,
HSusy = H · 1 + ifabcxjcγjαβθαaθβb ,
{θαa, θβb} = δαβδab, (γjγk + γkγj)αβ = 2δαβδjk, cf [4, 5], having be-
come relevant for yet another reason [6], - and for the participants of
a summer school on Schro¨dinger–operators, it seemed useful to give a
detailed account of H (Section II) while adding various introductory
remarks about surface motions, their relation with hydrodynamics [7],
as well as diffeomorphism – and relativistic invariance (Section I).
Section III concerns a rather particular, though quite important,
question: does HSusy (whose spectrum is known to cover the whole
positive axis, R+ [8, 29]) admit a zero energy bound state, or not?
Some work on this is summarized.
Section IV (following [9], [10], [11]) discusses the space of solutions
of the differential equations
X˙a = ǫabcXbXc − 2Xa
1i.e. H = − ∂
∂xia
∂
∂xia
+ 12 f
(N)
abc f
(N)
ab′c′xibxjcxib′xjc′ , for each N and d, be-
ing an ordinary Schro¨dinger–operator on Rd(N
2−1), with a non–negative quar-
tic potential, given in terms of totally antisymmetric su(N)–structure–constants
f
(N)
abc = −TrTa[Tb, Tc].
2as well as reduced Yang Mills theory
3with unfortunately many typos
1
2 JENS HOPPE
for 3 traceless anti–hermiteam N ×N matrices Xa(t), t ∈ (−∞,+∞),
interpolating between different representations of su(2).
Some excercises have been added, and a remark/conjecture concern-
ing 5-commutators.
I am very grateful to M. Ring and J.P. Solovej, as well as MaPhySto
and IHES, for making possible this written version of 4 lectures pre-
sented at Sandbjerg Castle during the summer school on ‘Quantum
Field Theory – from a Hamiltonian Point of View’, August 2–9, 2000.
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I
Let me start with two relatively simple surface motions,
⇀˙
x =
⇀
n , (1)
⇀˙
x =
√
g
⇀
n (= ∂1
⇀
x ×∂2 ⇀x) . (2)
In both cases the surface is, for each time t, described in a parametric
way (by giving
⇀
x (t, ϕ1, ϕ2)), i.e. by viewing the surface
∑
t ⊂ R3 as
the image of a (timedependent) map from some fixed manifold
∑
(2)
(specifying the topology; e.g. that of S2) into R3. As long as
∑
t is
non–degenerate, every vector can be decomposed into it’s components
parallel to ∂
⇀
x
∂ϕ1
and ∂
⇀
x
∂ϕ2
(tangent to
∑
t) resp.
⇀
n:=
∂1
⇀
x ×∂2 ⇀x
|∂1 ⇀x ×∂2 ⇀x |
(3)
(normal to
∑
t); ∂r
⇀
x stands for ∂
⇀
x
∂ϕr
, r = 1, 2, g denotes the determi-
nant of the 2× 2 matrix (grs) = (∂r ⇀x ·∂s ⇀x).
The evolution equation (1), though consisting of coupled non–linear
PDE’s for the 3 unknown functions xi(t, ϕ1, ϕ2) is trivial, as
⇀
n
2
= 1
implies
⇀
n ·⇀˙n = 0 and ⇀n ·∂r ⇀n= 0, hence
⇀¨
x =
⇀˙
n = 0 (4)
⇀
x (t, ϕ1, ϕ2) =
⇀
x (0, ϕ1, ϕ2) + t
⇀
n (0, ϕ1, ϕ2) ,
as
⇀˙
n has zero component in the direction of
⇀
n, as well as parallel to∑
t (
⇀˙
n∂r
⇀
x= − ⇀n ∂r⇀˙x = − ⇀n ∂r ⇀n).
What about (2)?
Despite the r.h.s. being polynomial in the first derivatives (so, from
this point of view, being ‘simpler’ than (1)) the (still non–linear) equa-
tion (2) needs quite different techniques to be ‘solved’. One possibility
is to note that after interchanging dependent and independent vari-
ables, t (as a function of
⇀
x!) turns out to satisfy a linear! (and, in fact,
the simplest possible 2nd order) differential equation,
△t(⇀x) = 0 ; (5)
so the time at which the surface passes a point
⇀
x in space is a harmonic
function (resp.
∑
t level sets of that harmonic function) [12, 13].
What if the normal velocity (=
√
g in (2)) is generalized to be an
arbitrary (non–linear) function of
√
g?4
4To avoid (hopefully not cause) confusion: strictly speaking,
√
g always has to
be divided by some reference–density ρ in order to make the evolution equation (2),
resp. (6), well defined (see [13] for a full account of this).
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As shown in [13], the evolution equations
x˙i = α(
√
g) ni , (6)
for arbitrary monotonic function α, and the hypersurface motion tak-
ing place in any Riemannian manifold N (i = 1 . . .M + 1 if xi =
xi(t, ϕ1, . . . , ϕM), and g = det(∂rx
i∂sx
jηij(x), ηij = metric on N ) can
always be converted to a second–order equation for t(x) (however, only
in the case (2) this equation becomes linear).
Furthermore, despite their appearance as first order equations (in
the derivatives of the xi) they can be viewed as coming from a class of
diffeomorphism invariant Hamiltonians [13] [14];
H [xi, pj] =
∫
dMϕ
√
gh(p/
√
g) (7)
(p =
√
pipjηij(x)), restricted to Cr := pi∂rx
i, r = 1, . . . ,M, (the
generators of diffeomorphisms, which are constants of the motion) set
equal to zero!
Returning now to flat embedding space and M = 2 (2–surfaces mov-
ing in R3) for simplicity, let me ask the following question: Does there
exist a function h (corresponding to the freedom of choosing α in (6))
such that the corresponding surface motions are relativistically invari-
ant, i.e. for which H can be complemented by 9 other functionals of
⇀
x
and
⇀
p , altogether generating the inhomogeneous Poincare´–group?
The answer is ‘Yes’: for h(u) =
√
u2 + 1, i.e.
H =
∫
∑
(2)
d2ϕ
√
⇀
p
2
+g (8)
one not only has
Lij :=
∫
∑
(2)
d2ϕ(xipj − xjpi) ,
⇀
p :=
∫
∑
(2)
d2ϕ
⇀
p (9)
(generating rotations, and spatial translations), but also the generators
of ‘boosts’,
Ki :=
∫
∑
(2)
d2ϕxi
√
⇀
p
2
+g . (10)
Restricting to Cr :=
⇀
p ·∂r ⇀x= 0 then gives
√
⇀
p
2
+g = ρ = time–
independent density, and – using this –
⇀˙
x = ±
√
1− g/ρ2 ⇀n . (11)
2–dimensional surfaces moving according to (11) not only correspond
to ‘relativistically invariant’ motions, but have the more specific prop-
erty that they actually sweep out a 3–dimensional manifold M in
Minkowski–space, which has vanishing mean curvature (see e.g. [15],
and below).
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– In any case, comparing (8), (9), (10) with the corresponding ex-
pressions for a (finite–dimensional) system of N free (!) relativistic
particles
H =
N∑
a=1
√
⇀
p
2
a +m
2
a ,
⇀
P =
∑
a
⇀
pa
⇀
L =
∑
a
(
⇀
xa ×
⇀
pa) ,
⇀
K =
∑
a
⇀
xa
√
⇀
p
2
a +m
2
a , (12)
one finds exact correspondance (a
∧
= ϕ1, ϕ2) when replacing the position–
independent masses ma, a = 1, . . . , N , by the position–dependent den-
sity
√
g[
⇀
x (ϕ)]. While it was proved decades ago [16] that, given certain
physical requirements concerning the realization of the 10 generators,
any set deviating from (12), but still satisfying the same commutation
relations, can, by a sequence of canonical transformations, be brought
into the form (12) (so in particular, it is, for finite N not! possible
to allow for x–dependent masses ma) it should be noted that the way
(9)–(10) circumvents the just mentioned No–Interaction theorem for
finitely many degrees of freedom, is quite interesting.
Another notable aspect is the possibility to abandon the parametric
description at this point and describe the surface motion, in Hamilton-
ian form, purely in terms of differeomorphism invariant objects. For-
mally one gets, as a reduced phase–space, the space of shapes
∑
(as
the configuration manifold) together with functions on
∑
(elements
of the cotangentspace at
∑
) as ‘momenta’. In this formulation, the
generators of the Poincare´–group read [17]
H
[
Σ, u
]
=
∫
∑
√
u2 + 1 ,
⇀
P =
∫
∑ ⇀n u
Lij =
∫
∑(xinj − xjni) u , Ki =
∫
∑ xi
√
u2 + 1 . (13)
Amazingly, the Poisson structure is the canonical one, meaning that
the equations of motion are
Σ˙ =
δH
δu
=
u√
u2 + 1
, u˙ = −δH
δΣ
= −
√
u2 + 1 H (14)
i.e. (as
∑˙
, the time–derivative of
∑
, can be identified with the normal
velocity, v)
v˙ = −(1− v2) H ; (15)
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here H denotes the mean curvature of
∑
(which in a parametric
description equals −grs ⇀n ·∂2rs
⇀
x)5
Writing (15) as v˙
(1−v2)3/2 +
H
(1−v2)1/2 = 0 one finds that the 3–manifold
M3 swept out in space–time by a surface moving according to (15) will
actually have vanishing mean 3–curvature H3 (the spatial part, propor-
tional to H , is cancelled by the curvature of the wordline of the point
on
∑
; the 4–dimensional hypersurface–normal is, up to orientation,
nµ = ( v√
1−v2 ,
⇀
n√
1−v2 )).
Conventionally, the problem of finding such 3–manifolds M3 is for-
mulated as considering (in a Diff M3–invariant, parametric, way)
S[xµ] = Vol (M3) =
∫
d3ϕ
√
G
G = det
( ∂xµ
∂ϕα
∂xv
∂ϕβ
ηµv
)
α,β=0,1,2
(16)
(ηµv) = diag (1,−1,−1,−1) ,
a functional of the embedding functions xµ(ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕ2) (describing M3),
whose first variation (
!
= 0) gives the equations of motions
1√
G
∂α
√
G Gαβ∂βx
µ = 0 . (17)
For a direct derivation of (8), resp. (11), from (16), resp. (17), see e.g.
[15].
Alternatively, (16) could have been motivated as follows: in order
to describe a relativistically invariant motion of an extended object
(a surface, in this case), the only chance is to consider the manifold
M swept out in space–time, and demand some extremality–property
of M; considering the Volume–functional is singled out by the fact
that, depending only on the first derivatives of xµ, the equations of
motion, (17), are then of second order (other diffeomorphism–invariant
functionals like the total curvature of M, . . . , would involve second
or higher order derivatives of the xµ, hence leading to higher order
equations of motion).
5For the reader familiar with the fact that the first variation of the area–
functional gives H , the second part of (14) may become intuitively clear, when
first dropping the argument
√
u2 + 1 in H (and (14)).
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Perhaps a third connecting path is worth mentioning: a Lagrangian
formulation of (13) would give
S =
∫
dt
(∫∑ vu− ∫∑ √u2 + 1)
= −
∫
dt
∫
∑( 1√u2 + 1 = √1− v2 =
√
1− Σ˙2) (18)
= S
[
Σ, Σ˙
]
.
Now, describing
∑
=
∑
(t) as the set of points (t,
⇀
x), where some
functions m(t,
⇀
x) = m(xµ) vanishes, (18) becomes
S = −
∫
d4x(δ(m(t,
⇀
x)) | ⇀∇ m|)
√
1− m˙
2
|∇m|2
= −
∫
d4xδ(m)
√−∂µm∂µm = S[m] , (19)
with equations of motion δ(m)∂µ
(
∂µm√
−∂ρm∂ρm
)
= 0, respectively
(ηµνηρλ − ηµρηνλ)∂µm∂νm∂2ρλm = 0 , (20)
together with m(t,
⇀
x)
!
= 0; meaning that first solving (20) and then
solving for M := {(t,⇀x) |m(t,⇀x) = 0} will yield a 3–manifold with
everywhere vanishing mean curvature. To understand why the factors
of | ⇀∇m | have to enter in (δ(m)|
⇀
∇m |) and (v2 = m˙2|∇m|2 ) precisely as
indicated, making both expressions, hence (20), invariant under m →
F (m), one should note that if m = 0 describes M, functions of m, like
F (m) = m3 would yield the sameM. Furthermore note that m(t,⇀x) =
const. ( 6= 0), with m solving (20) also yields an extremal 3–manifold.
Locally, Minkowski–space is therefore foliated into 3 manifolds, each
with vanishing mean curvature, withm being the parameter orthogonal
to the extremal 3–manifolds. In physics, the direct correspondance of
(20) and (17) was established by Sugamoto [18] and in [19] (see also
[20], in particular concerning the factor δ(m)).
An Example: Making the Ansatz m(t,
⇀
x) =
3∏
µ=0
mµ(x
µ), resp. m˜ =
F (m) = lnm =
3∑
0
lnmµ =
3∑
0
m˜µ(x
µ), one can derive [15] that
M̂ := {(t,⇀x) | P(x)P(y)P(t) = P(z)} , (21)
where P(u) is an elliptic Weierstrass–function satisfying P2 = 4P(P2−
1), defines a periodicM with vanishing mean curvature. Viewed as time
evolutions of 2–surfaces, (21) corresponds to (at t = 0,±ω,±2ω, . . . )
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infinitely many parallel planes, at distance ω apart from each other,
breaking up into little squares of size ω × ω that grow one scalactite
and one scalagmite in the direction perpendicular to the original planes
meeting eventually, at times t = ±ω
2
,±3ω
2
, . . . at the center of each ‘box’
of size ω × ω × ω.
Note [19]:
Just choosing ϕα = xα in (16), leaving x3 = z(x0, x1, x2) to be deter-
mined, yields the same equation than writing
m = m(x0, x1, x2, z(x0, x1, x2)) in (20); choosing ϕ0 = x
0+x3
2
= τ, ϕr =
xr in (16), resp. writing (τ + 1
2
p(τ, x1, x2), x1, x2, τ − p
2
) in (20) both
yields a second order equation for p, which in first order from (defining
q = (2p˙+ (∇p)2)− 12 ) becomes
q˙+
⇀
∇ (q
⇀
∇ p) = 0 (22)
p˙ =
1
2
( 1
q2
− (⇀∇ p)2
)
,
the continuity, and Euler–equation for an inviscid, isentropic irrota-
tional gas, with density q, velocity potential p, and equation of state
(Ka´rma´n–Tsien gas) Pressure = −1
Densitiy
.
This relation between relativistic membrane motions and 2 + 1–
dimensional hydrodynamics, (22), was first derived in [7], and extended
to a supersymmetric membrane/fluid in [21].
While it is quite interesting to have all these different formulations
(revealing different aspects of one and the same problem, – hopefully
leading, one day, to some hidden integrability structure) none of them
could, up to now, be quantized. The best route to quantisation, known
so far, is the one found 20 years ago (cp. [1], resp. [22]) to be discussed
after the following
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Excercise 1)
Choose, in (17), ϕ0 = x
0+x3
2
=: τ , and assume (ϕ1, ϕ2) to be chosen
such that
Gor = ∂rζ−⇀˙x∂r ⇀x≡ 0, where ⇀x= (x1, x2), · = ∂∂τ and x0−x3 =:
ζ(τ, ϕ1, ϕ2).
Verify that
√
G =
√
g
√
2ζ˙ − ⇀˙x
2
and show that, as a conse-
quence of (17), i.e. △xµ != 0,
a) ρ :=
√
g√
2ζ˙−⇀˙x
2 is independent of τ (hint: △(x0 + x3) = 0)
b)
⇀¨
x = 1
ρ
∂r
ggrs
ρ
∂s
⇀
x=
∑
j
{{⇀x, xj}, xj} (defining {f, g} :=
1
ρ
ǫrs∂rf∂sg).
Prove that a) and b), together with Gor = 0, automatically imply
the “remaining” equation △ζ = 0! (So that ζ = x0 − x3, up to a
constant, and provided ǫrs∂r
⇀˙
x∂s
⇀
x≡ 0, can simply be thought of as
being determined, via Gor = 0, in terms of x
1 and x2, satisfying b).)
Excercise 2) Consider now the case d = 2 (4−dimensional Minkowski-
space)
a) Show that the equations of motion 1b can be written as
·
x1 = p1,
·
p1= {{x1, x2}x2}
·
x2 = p2,
·
p2= {{x2, x1}, x1}, where
{f′g} := 1
ρ
∈rs ∂rf∂sg
b) Changing independent variables from t(= ϕ0), ϕ1, ϕ2 to x0 :=
t, x1, x2 show that {f, xr} = −J ∈rs ∂fˆ∂xs , where J(x) and fˆ(x) are{x1, x2} resp. f(ϕ) when expressed in the new variables. Verify that
the constraint ∈rs ∂r
·
⇀
x ∂s
⇀
x therefore becomes the condition ∂x1p2 −
∂x2p1 = 0, which can easily be solved:
⇀
p=
⇀
▽ p(x)
c) Calculate ∂
∂ϕ0
{x1, x2} in 2 different ways (via {p1, x2} + {x1, p2},
as well as using ∂ϕ0 = ∂x0+
⇀
p ·
⇀
▽) to obtain the continuity equation
·
q +
⇀
▽ (q
⇀
▽ p) = 0
for the ‘velocity-potential’ p and the ‘density’ q := 1
J
d) Convert the equations involving
·
pr (cp. 2a) into ‘Euler’s equation’,
·
p=
1
2
(
1
q2
− (
⇀
▽ p)2 + c
10 JENS HOPPE
for an irrotational, inviscid, isentropic gas whose presure is −1
density
.
e) Choosing the constant c to be zero, verify that the equations ob-
tained (cp. 2c, d) are the ones that follow fromH = 1
2
∫
d2x(q(
⇀
▽ p)2+ 1
q
)
when q and p are treated as (hence ARE) canonically conjugate.
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II
Consider the theory of a time-dependent M−dimensional extended
object ΣM (t) in D = d + 2 dimensional Minkowski-space, defined by
requiring the Volume-functional
S[xµ] : = −
∫
dϕ0dMϕ
√
G = −V ol(M) (23)
G = (−)M det( ∂x
µ
∂ϕα
∂xν
∂ϕβ
ηµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gαβ
)α,β=0,1,... ,M
to be stationary under small variations of the embedding −functions
xµ(ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕM), µ = 0, 1, . . . , d + 1 (describing the M + 1 dimen-
sional world volumeM). (23) is invariant under diffemorphisms ϕα →
ϕ˜α(ϕβ), and inhomogeneous Lorentztransformations
xµ → x˜µ = Λµνxν + dµ, Λµµ′Λνν′ηµν = ηµ′ν′ = diag(1,−1, . . . ,−1).
Choosing
ϕ0 =
x0 + xd+1
2
=: τ (24)
while denoting x0 − xd+1 by ζ , differentiation with respect to τ by ·,
(x1, . . . , xd) by
⇀
x, and G0r = ∂rζ−
·
⇀
x ∂r
⇀
x by ur, the metric (induced
from R1,d+1) on M reads
(Gαβ) =

2ζ˙−
·
⇀
2
x u1 . . . uM
u1
·
· −grs
·
uM

(25)
grs = ∂r
⇀
x ·∂s ⇀x,
hence
G = g(2
·
ζ −
·
⇀
x
2
+urusg
rs) =: g · Γ (26)
with
g = det(grs)r,s=1...M , g
rsgsu = δ
r
u.
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So
S = S[
⇀
x, ζ ] =
∫
dτdMϕL
L = −√g
√
Γ (27)
can be thought of as the action, resp. Lagrange density, of an ordinary
field theory involving the d + 1 fields x1, . . . , xd, ζ . Defining canonical
momenta,
⇀
p : =
δL
δ
·
⇀
x
=
√
g/Γ(
·
⇀
x +∂r
⇀
x usg
rs)
π : =
δL
δ
·
ζ
= −
√
g/Γ (28)
the Hamiltonian density reads
H : = Π
·
ζ +
⇀
p ·
·
⇀
x +
√
g
√
Γ
=
√
g/Γ{Γ+
·
⇀
x
2
+
·
⇀
x ∂r
⇀
x usg
rs−
·
ζ} (29)
=
√
g/Γ{
·
ζ +∂rζusg
rs}.
Instead of now trying to eliminate the velocities in favour of the
momenta, simply note that (29) is the same as
H =
⇀
p
2
+g
−2π (30)
(= 1/2
√
g/Γ{(
·
⇀
x +∂r
⇀
x usg
rs)2 + Γ} = . . . = (29)).
As H does not contain ζ (!), the classical equation of motion ·π=
− δ
∫ H
δζ
= 0 imply that π is a constant (density),
π = −ηρ(ϕ),
∫
dMϕρ(ϕ) = 1, (31)
so that the Hamiltonian
H(−) =
∫
H = 1
2η
∫
∑(M) dMϕ
⇀
p
2
+g
ρ(ϕ)
(32)
becomes polynomial in the dynamical fields (
⇀
x and
⇀
p)- which is the
crucial difference to all the Hamiltonian formulations mentioned in sec-
tion I (they all contain square-roots). But what has happened to ζ?!
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(After all, as it is part of the description of the manifold M, it can’t
just disappear altogether). The point is that actually the transition to
(32) is not quite as straightforward as pretended, due to the presence
of the constraints 6 (reflecting the remaining time-dependent spatial
reparametrisation invariance after the partial gauge-fixing (24))
Φr := π∂rζ+
⇀
p ∂r
⇀
x≡ 0 (33)
r = 1, . . . ,M ;
(so strictly speaking (32) is only defined up to terms
∫
dMϕurΦr; putting
them to zero, as done in (32), amounts to the further gange choice
G0r = ur = 0 (cp. the excercise at the end of the section I) - which ex-
plains the further reduction of the invariance group to volume-preserving
Diffeomorphisms of
∑
M in (32). On the other hand, (33) precisely re-
solves the puzzle of the missing ζ as, given (31), it allows to determine
ζ (up to a constant which is canonically conjugate to η) in terms of the
dynamical fields
⇀
x, as long as the integrability conditions
Φrs := ∂r(
⇀
p /ρ)∂s
⇀
x −∂s(
⇀
p /ρ)∂r
⇀
x≡ 0 (34)
hold (-which are consistent with (32), as the Φrs are the generators
of the above mentioned symmetry group SDiff
∑
M of (32)). Finally
noting that H(−) is generating translations in τ (just as
⇀
P :=
∫ ⇀
p gen-
erates translations in
⇀
x, and P+ := −
∫
πdMϕ = η in x0−x3), one sees
that the relativistically invariant
M2 := P µPµ ≡ 2P+P−−
⇀
P
2
takes the simple form
M2 =
∫
dMϕ
ρ(ϕ)
(
⇀
p
2
+g)− ⇀P
2
(35)
which may be rewritten in the following ways:
first of all,
g =
∑
i1<i2<...<iM
{xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiM}2 , (36)
where the multilinear bracket is defined, for any set of M differentiable
functions on
∑
M , as
{xi1 , . . . , xiM} :=
1
ρ
∈r1...rM ∂xi1
∂ϕr1
. . .
∂xiM
∂ϕrM
. (37)
6just insert (28), to verify (33)
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Secondly, expanding the fields xi(t, ϕ
1, . . . , ϕM) and their conjugate
momenta pi = ρpiαYα in terms of basis- functions Yα, α = 0, 1, . . . , on∑
M ,
∫
dMϕρYαYβ = δαβ, (35) becomes
M2 = piαpiα +
1
M !
gαα1...αM gαβ1...βMxi1α1...xiMαMxi1β1...xiMβM , (38)
where the ‘structure-constants’
gαα1...αM :=
∫
dMϕρYα{Yα1, . . . , YαM} (39)
encode all the information about the fact that one is dealing with a cer-
tain M−dimensional object (a sphere SM or a torus TM , or . . . ); the
sum over α, β is defined to run only from 1 to ∞ (rather than 0 to ∞;
due to the
⇀
P
2
subtraction, and {., . . . , .} containing only derivatives,
all zeromodes drop out). The potential M2 − piαpiα is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree 2M , with the notable property that in each term,
each coordinate appears at most quadratically. While for M > 2 the
question of how to quantize (38) is mostly open (see [23]), let us come
back to the original case of interest, to membranes; we then have (drop-
ping the factor 1
2η
in (32), resp. not making any notational distinction
between H(−) and M2,
H = piαpiα +
1
2
gαβγgα,β′γ′xiβxjγxiβ′xjγ′ (40)
=
∫
∑
2
d2ϕρ((
⇀
p
ρ
)2 +
∑
i<j
{xi, xj}2)−
⇀
P
2
with
gαβγ :=
∫
∑
2
d2ϕYα(
∂Yβ
∂ϕ1
∂Yγ
∂ϕ2
− ∂Yγ
∂ϕ1
∂Yβ
∂ϕ2
) (41)
being structure constants (in the basis corresponding to the Yα) of the
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra sdiff
∑
(2) of divergence-free vector-
fields (resp. functions, modulo constants) on the space
∑
2 (parametriz-
ing the surface). (40) has to be supplemented by the constraints (α =
1, 2, . . . )
gαβγxjβpjγ = 0 . (42)
SO(d + 1, 1) - invariance of this (classical) theory was proven by
Goldstone [24].
Formally, one could now try to define a ‘quantum theory of rela-
tivistic surfaces’ by putting ‘hats’ on all x’s and p’s, and demanding
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canonical commutation relations,
[xˆjα, pˆkβ ] = i 6 hδjkδαβ ;
representing pˆkβ by −i~ ∂∂xkβ , one would thus arive at an (a priori
ill-defined) infinite-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator
−∆∞ + V∞ .
Fortunately, there exists a (symmetry maximally preserving) regulation
procedure 7 amounting to the following
Theorem:
For each
∑
2 there exists a basis {Yα}∞α=1 of sdiff
∑
2, and a basis
{T (N)a }N2−1a=1 of su(N) such that
lim
N→∞
Tr(− [T (N)a , T (N)b ]T (N)c︸ ︷︷ ︸
=f
(N)
abc
) = gabc ∀a,b,c . (43)
One could therefore consider the class of SU(N) invariant matrix
models (Xi := xiaT
(N)
a )
HN :=
d∑
i=1
N2−1∑
a=1
piapia +
1
2
f
(N)
abc f
(N)
ab′c′xibxjcxib′xjc′ (44)
as approximating (40), with
f
(N)
abc xjbpjc = 0 (45)
replacing (42). These finite-dimensional models can be quantized with-
out any problem, thus arriving at ([1])
HˆN = −∆(N) − Tr
∑
i<j
[Xi, Xj ]
2 , (46)
N → ∞, as a quantized discrete analogue of a relativistic membrane
theory in R1,d+1.
HˆN commutes with the operators
Kˆ(N)a := −f (N)abc xjb
∂
∂xjc
(47)
a = 1 . . .N2 − 1
while [Kˆ
(N)
a , Kˆ
(N)
b ] = if
(N)
abc Kˆ
(N)
c ; it is therefore consistent to restict to
square-integrable warefunctions ψ(xja) that are annihilated by (47)
N2−1
a=1 ,
7originally discovered in the case of a 2-sphere [1], 10 years later realized for
T 2 [25], conjectured to hold for higher genus surfaces [26], and finally proven, for
general Ka¨hler manifolds, in [27].
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and because of (45), this is the physical Hilbert-space to be considered.
Let me now prove (43) for S2 and T 2: In the case of the 2-sphere
the basis of su(N) is obtained by considering the usual spherical har-
monics {Ylm(θ, ϕ)lm} l=1...∞
m=−l...+l
writing them as harmonic homogeneous
polynominals in x1 = r sin θ cosϕ, x2 = r sin θ sinϕ, x3 = r cosϕ (re-
stricted to r2 =
⇀
x
2
= 1):
Ylm(θ, ϕ) =
∑
c(m)a1...alxa1·...·xal |⇀x 2=1 (48)
(where the tensor c . . . is by definition traceless and totally symmetric)
and then replacing the commuting varibles xa by generators Xa of the
N−dimensional irreducible (spin s = N−1
2
) representation of su(2), to
obtain N2−1 N ×N matrices defined by [1]
T
(N)
lm : = γNl
∑
c(m)a1...alXa1 · . . . ·Xal ; (49)
l = 1 . . . N2 − 1
m = −l, . . . ,+l
instead of having X21 +X
2
2 +X
2
3 =
N2−1
4
1 , which makes the explicit
proof of (43) quite involved, it is easier to choose
⇀
X
2
= 1 , i.e.
[Xa, Xb] =
2i√
N2 − 1 ǫabcXc (50)
and
γNl = −i
√
N2 − 1
4
.
As the Poisson-bracket {, } on S2 can be thought of as coming from
{f(⇀x), g(⇀x)}R3 :=∈abc ∂af∂bg xc , (51)
{Ylm, Yl′m′} can be computed from {rlYlm, rl′Yl′m′}R3
=
∑
c(m)a1...al c
(m′)
b1...bl′
{xa1 . . . xal , xb1 . . . xbl′}R3
by using the derivation proporty of {·, ·}, and
{xa, xb} =∈abc xc, (52)
as well as then decomposing the resulting polynomial of degree l+ l′−1
into harmonic homogeneous ones. Calculating
[T
(N)
lm , T
(N)
l′m′ ] = −
2
N − 1
4
∑
c(m)a1...al c
(m′)
b1...bl′
[Xa1 . . .Xal Xb1 . . .Xbl′ ] , (53)
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the first step is identical to the above, while any further use of the
commutation-relations (50), - necessary to obtain the desired trace-
less totally symmetric tensors -, introduces factors of 1√
N2−1 ; hence the
agreement of f
(N)
abc and gabc to leading order in N. Concrete expressions
for the matrix elements of the T
(N)
lm in terms of hypergeometric func-
tions, and related discrete orthogonal polynomials, are given in [28].
For the 2–torus, things are even easier. Taking Y⇀
m
:= −ei(m1ϕ1+m2ϕ2),
(m1, m2) =
⇀
m∈ Z2, the relevant basis of su(N), N odd, is given by (cp.
[25])
T
(N)
⇀
m
:=
iN
4πM
ω
1
2
m1m2gm1hm2 (54)
where
ω = e
4πiM
N , (55)
g =

1
ω 0
ω2
. . .
0 ωN−1
 , h =

0 1
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
1 0
 ,
andM ∈ N having no common divisor with N . Using the basic relation
h · g = ωg · h it is very easy to verify that
[T
(N)
⇀
m
, T
(N)
⇀
n
] =
N
2πM
sin (
2πM
N
(
⇀
m × ⇀n)) T (N)⇀
m+
⇀
n
. (56)
The trigonometric structure constants (of gℓ(n,C) in the basis
{T (N)⇀
m
}
m1,m2=− (N−1)2 ,...,+
(N−1)
2
) indeed converge (forN →∞, M fixed) to
⇀
m × ⇀n= m1n2−m2n1, i.e. those of sdiffT 2 in the basis {−ei
⇀
m
⇀
ϕ}⇀
m∈Z2 .
To demonstrate the subtleness of this (non–inductive) limit note that if
M = M(N) is chosen such that lim
N→∞
M(N)
N
= Λ ∈ [0, 1
4
), one obtains
infinite dimensional Lie–Algebras LΛ with commutation–relations
[T⇀
m
, T⇀
n
] =
1
2πΛ
sin (2πΛ(
⇀
m × ⇀n)) T⇀
m+
⇀
n
,
which for irrational Λ are all non–isomorphic (see e.g. [39]) and (up
to T⇀
0
) simple (for rational Λ, LΛ=p/q contains a large ideal I of finite
codimension, with LΛ/I ∼= gℓ(N,C)).
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Excercise 3: (cp. [22], [28])
Assuming that the T
(N)
ℓm , like the Yℓm, transform as spherical tensors,
leading to orthogonality relations
Tr T †ℓm Tℓ′m′ = δℓℓ′ δmm′ r
2
N(ℓ) ,
calculate rN (ℓ) (from (49)/(50)) by using that
rℓ Yℓℓ = (−)ℓ
√
2ℓ+ 1
4π
√
(2ℓ)!
22ℓ(ℓ!)2
(x1 + ix2)
ℓ ,
i.e.
r2N(ℓ) =
2ℓ+ 1
4π
(2ℓ)!
22ℓ(ℓ!)2
N2 − 1
4
Tr((X1 + iX2)
ℓ(X1 − iX2)ℓ)
= · · · = (N + ℓ)!
16π(N − ℓ− 1)! (N2 − 1)ℓ−1
(in quite a few “fuzzy-sphere-articles” this non-trivial ℓ-dependence has
been forgotten).
Excercise 4: (cp. [43])
In terms of hermitian N ×N matrices Xj , the classical equations of
motion corresponding to (44)/(45) are
X¨i = −
d∑
j=1
[[Xi, Xj], Xj ]
d∑
j=1
[Xj , X˙j] = 0 .
Verify the following types of solutions:
A)
Xi(t) = x(t) rij(t)Mj
= x(t) (cosϕ(t)· ⇀M, sinϕ(t)·
⇀
M, 0 . . . 0)
with
1
2
x˙2 +
λ
4
x4 +
L2
2
1
x2
= const x2 ϕ˙ = L ,
d˜∑
a=1
[[Ma,Mb],Mb] = λMa (∗)
and
I)
[Ma,Mb] = fabcMc, fabc fcba′ = −λ faa′
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II)
⇀
M=
1√
2
(
g + g−1
2
,
g − g−1
2i
,
h + h−1
2
,
h− h−1
2i
, 0 . . . 0
)
(g and h as in (55)).
III)
M1 =
πM
iN
(Tkℓ + T−k−ℓ + T−kℓ + Tk−ℓ)
M2 =
−πM
N
(Tkℓ − T−k−ℓ − T−kℓ + Tk−ℓ)
M3 =
−πM
N
(Tkℓ − T−k−ℓ + T−kℓ − Tk−ℓ)
M4 =
−πM
iN
(Tkℓ + T−k−ℓ − T−kℓ − Tk−ℓ)
(Tkℓ as in (54)).
B)
Xj(t) =
∑
α
rα(t)(
⇀
Eα)j
with
⇀
E1=
2πM
iN
(T⇀
m1
+ T−⇀m1 ,−i(T⇀m1 − T−⇀m1), 0 . . . 0)
⇀
E2 =
2πM
iN
(0, 0, T⇀
m2
+ T−⇀m2 ,−i(T⇀m2 − T−⇀m2), 0 . . . 0)
...
r¨α(t) = −4 rα
∑
β
sin2
(
2πM
N
(
⇀
mα × ⇀mβ)
)
r2β .
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III
Let me now turn to the supersymmetric extension [4, 5] of the bosonic
matrix model (44) which, following [6], has been intensively studied
over the past few years, as a candidate for ‘M–theory’ ∗
HSusy = ptAptA +
1
2
fABCfAB′C′qsBqtCqsB′qtC′ + iqtCfABCγ
t
αβΘαAΘβB ,
(1)
α, β = 1, . . . , sd(= 2, 4, 8 or 16); fABC = structure constants of SU(N)
(real, antisymmetric),
γsγt + γtγs = 2δst1 sd×sd, γ
s real, symmetric;
the dynamical degrees of freedom satisfy canonical (anti)commutation
relations,
[qtA, psB] = iδABδts {ΘαA,ΘβB} = δαβδAB . (2)
HSusy commutes with the generators of SU(N), Spin(d) and super-
symmetry,
JA = fABC(qsBpsC − 1
2
iΘαBΘαC)
Jst = qsAptA − qtApsA − 1
4
iΘαAγ
st
αβΘβA (3)
Qβ = (ptAγ
t
βα +
1
2
fABCqsBqtCγ
st
βα)ΘαA
while
{Qβ, Qβ′} = δββ′H + 2γtββ′qtAJA , (4)
and all states Ψ are required to be SU(N)–invariant, JAΨ = 0 (so
that, on the physical Hilbert space H, HSusy is twice the square of each
Qβ).
In verifying (4), d = 2, 3, 5 and 9 are singled out when calculating the
mixed (pqq) terms, which yield (only) the fermionic (last term) part of
(1) and the ‘weakly zero’–part (proportional to the JA) in (4) provided
γsαβγ
st
α′β′ + γ
s
α′βγ
st
αβ′ + γ
s
αβ′γ
st
α′β + γ
s
α′β′γ
st
αβ = 2(δαα′γ
t
ββ′ − δββ′γtαα′) (5)
– which (setting e.g. β = β ′ and summing) implies
sd = 2(d− 1) ; (6)
together with the reality condition on the γ′s (to have HSusy and Qβ
hermitean) these hold only when d = 2, 3, 5 or 9.
The spectrum of HSusy ≥ 0 is known to cover the whole positive
axis R+ [8,29] and it is conjectured that for d = 9 there exists a unique
normalizable state for each N , while not for all other cases (d = 2, 3, 5).
∗Sorry for the change of notation; su(N) indices are now denoted by: A,B,C =
1, . . . , N2 − 1, transverse space–time indices by s, t = 1, . . . , d(= 2, 3, 5 or 9).
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For N = 2, the latter was proven in [30] and for d = 9 the precise form
of a (unique) asymptotic solution was derived in [31,32]. Writing [32]
qtA = reAEt + ytA (7)
for configurations with almost vanishing potential energy (V = 0 for
ytA = 0;EtEt = 1 = eAeA, r → ∞) the asymptotic wavefunction takes
the form
Ψ ∼ r−κe−ry2/2|F⊥〉|F ||〉 (8)
with κ = 0,−1, 6 for d = 3, 5, 9 (respectively), y2 = ytAytA, |F ||〉 only
involving ΘαAeA and Es, and |F⊥〉 involving all other fermionic degrees
of freedom (and Es).
For d = 9, r4e−ry
2/2|F⊥〉 corresponds to the ground state of a system
of 16 supersymmetric harmonic oscillators, and
|F ||〉 = (EsEt − 1
9
δst)|44; st〉 , (9)
where |44; st〉 is the only spin(9) representation in the 256–dimensional
fermionic Hilbert–space H||(= 44 ⊕ 84 ⊕ 128, arising from the 16–
dimensional spinor Θ
||
α := eAΘαA) that can be contracted with a bosonic
spin(9) representation (made out of the E ′s) to form a spin(9)–singlet.
For N > 2, the asymptotic wavefunction, in accordance with (8), is
speculated to factorize into the ground state of a system of supersym-
metric harmonic oscillators, times a supersymmetric spin 9 (and Weyl!–
) invariant wavefunction, Ψc, involving only the Cartan–subalgebra de-
grees of freedom, Θαk and qsk (k = 1, 2, . . . , N−1), and annihilated by
effective (free) supercharges
Qβ := −i ∂
∂quk
γuβαΘαk . (10)
Unlike the N = 2 case, where r−9|F ||〉 ∼ ∂s∂t( 1r7 )|44; st〉 was the only
spin(9) invariant wavefunction8, there are abundantly many harmonic
wavefunctions,
Ψc =
∑
ℓ,S,R,m
r−2ℓ−(N−1)d+2−S×RΨℓm(
⇀
q 1, . . . ,
⇀
qN−1)|S × R;m〉 (11)
for N ≥ 3 [36, 37]; S and R label the irreducible representations of
the permutation group SN (= the Weyl group of SU(N)) and spin(9),
Ψ
S×R
ℓm is a harmonic (homogenuous of degree ℓ) polynomial in the
d(N − 1) bosonic variables qtk, |S × R;m〉, m = 1 . . .dim (S × R), is
a corresponding S × R representation made out of the fermions, and
r−2ℓ−(N−1)d+2 is the (unique) power making Ψc a decaying harmonic
8in order to explicitely check that it is supersymmetric one may use that
Θ
||
α|44; st〉 = γsαβ |tβ〉 + γtαβ |sβ〉, which leads to a fermionic [us] resp. [ut] anti-
symmetry, giving indeed zero, when contracted with ∂s∂t∂u (
1
r7
) [35].
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function. The (non–trivial) question then is: which of the wavefunc-
tions (11) is annihilated by (10)?
For N = 3, the answer was guessed in [37] and proven in [38]:
Ψc =
(
16∏
β=1
Qβ
)
(r−16|1× 1〉) . (12)
Assuming that also for higher odd N the fermionic Hilbertspace will
contain a unique Weyl– and spin(9) invariant state, one would guess
that
Ψc =
(
16∏
β=1
Qβ
)
(r−9(N−1)+2|1× 1〉N) (13)
for odd N ≥ 3 (but note that even for N = 3 the proof that (12) is
non–vanishing does, a priori9, not exclude the existence of other non–
zero, invariant, wavefunctions, annihilated by all Qα).
What about the exact form of the full (non–asymptotic) wavefunc-
tion? If one wants to represent the fermionic degrees of freedom by
creation and annihilation operators, e.g. by defining
λαA :=
1√
2
(ΘαA + iΘα+ 1
2
sd,A
)
∂
∂λαA
=
1√
2
(ΘαA + iΘα+ 1
2
sd,A
) = λ†αA (14)
(where now α takes only half a many values as before!) explicit Spin(d)
invariance is lost, respectively nonlinearly realized [5]; some of the gen-
erators Jst will not resprect the degree of homogeneity (mix the various
components) of
Ψ = ψ + ψαAλαA +
1
2
ψαAβBλαAλβB + . . .+
1
Λ!
ψα1A1,...,αΛAΛλα1A2 . . . λαΛAΛ .
(15)
On the other hand, taking linear combinations of the Herimitan super-
charges to form half as many nilpotent ones (onH), and their Hermitian
conjugates, the resulting supersymmetry algebra [5]
{Qα, Q†β} ≈ δαβH
{Qα, Qβ} ≈ 0 ≈ {Q†α, Q†β} (16)
will imply very simple properties,
(M · λ)2 = 0 , (D · λ)2 = 0 , {M · λ,D · ∂λ} ≈ 0 (17)
9the possibility that the uniqueness of a normalizable zero energy state of the
full problem could correspond to the uniqueness of an invariant wavefunction at∞,
(supersymmetric with respect to a free supercharge) adds to the hope to eventually
find a simple reason for the (generally assumed) existence of the zero energy state.
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when writing [33]
Qβ = M
(β)
αβ λαA +D
(β)
αA
∂
∂λαA
= Maλa +Da∂λa = M · λ+D · ∂λ
Q†β = M
(β)†
αβ ∂λαA +D
(β)†
αA λαA = M
†∂λ +D†λ . (18)
The differential equations obtained componentwise from QβΨ = 0,
Q†βΨ = 0,
Da2kψa1,...,a2k = (2k − 1) M[a1ψa2,...,a2k−1] (19)
M †a2kψa1,...,a2k = (2k − 1) D[a1ψ†a2,...,a2k−1] , (20)
were first (recursively) solved [33] in the form
ψ2k = χ
[h]
2k + χ
[in]
2k (21)
ψ2k = ψ
(h)
2k + ψ
(in)
2k (22)
where ‘h’ indicates the general solution of the corresponding homoge-
nous equation, and ‘in’ a particular solution of the inhomogeneous
equation (given in [33]).
This procedure of solving QΨ = 0 or Q†Ψ = 0 can be written more
elegantly by defining [34]
A := I† · λ D† · λ , B := I · ∂λ D · ∂λ (23)
where IαA is chosen such that
{M · λ, I · ∂λ} = −1 . (24)
Formally, all solutions of Q†Ψ = 0, respectively Qχ = 0, are of the
form
Ψ = (1 − A)−1Ψ(h) , respectively χ = (1 − B)−1χ[h] (25)
with
(M †∂λ)Ψ(h) = 0 , (M · λ)χ[h] = 0 (26)
(as if Q†Ψ = 0, let Ψ(h) := Ψ−AΨ and verify that M †∂λΨ+D†λΨ+
I†λM †∂λD†λΨ = 0), while it is also not difficult to show that each Ψ
of the form (27) does solve Q†Ψ = 0, respectively Qχ = 0:
Q(1 − B)−1χ[h] = (1 − B)−1Qχ[h]
+ (1 −B)−1[M · λ+D · ∂λ, I · ∂λD ·
· ∂λ (1 −B)−1Qχ(h) (27)
= (1 − B)−1(D∂λ(1 − B)
+ {M · λ, I · ∂λ} D · ∂λI · ∂λ{M · λ,D · ∂λ}
+ D · ∂λB) (1 −B)−1χ[h] ≈ 0 . (28)
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Excercise 5: (cp. [40], [41])
Calculate {Qβ, Qβ′} when adding
m3
3∑
i=1
qiA(γ
123 γi)βαΘαA +m6
9∑
µ=4
qµA(γ
123 γµ)βαΘαA
to the r.h.s. of Qβ in (3).
In particular, verify that the anticommutator of the above terms with
the derivative part in the supercharges yields
m3(−i(qiA∇jA′ − qjA∇iA))(γ123 γij)ββ′
+ m6(−i(qµA∇νA − qνA∇µA))(γ123 γµν)ββ′
+ 2i
ΘαA
32
Θα′A{(−6m3 + 12m6) δββ′ γ123αα′
+ (−m3 + 6m6)(γ123 γij)ββ′ γijαα′
+ (3m3 + 2m6)(γ
123 γµν)ββ′ γ
µν
αα′}
(use that the (β ↔ β ′) symmetric, [α ↔ α′] antisymmetric, part of
γiβ′α′(γ
123 γi)βα, resp. γ
µ
β′α′(γ
123 γµ)βα, can only contain terms propor-
tional to the ones written above inside the curly bracket); recalling that
the coefficient of Θγ··Θ in the generators of Spin (3), resp. Spin (6),
should be 1
4
, relative to q·∇· − q·∇· (cp. (3)), deduce that if (and only
if) m6 is equal to −12 m3, the above expression, apart from contributing
to the Hamiltonian (a term −3m3
4
iΘ γ123Θ), can be written solely in
terms of symmetry-generators(
m3 Jij(γ
123 γij)ββ′ − m3
2
Jµν(γ
123 γµν)ββ′
)
.
The derivative-free extra contributions to (4) are all proportional to
δββ′ , adding to the potential in (1)
m23 qiA qiA +
m23
4
qµA qµA +m3 fABC ǫijk qiA qjB qkC
= Tr
{
m23
4
XµXµ + (m3Xj − i ǫjkℓXkXℓ)2
}
+
1
2
Tr [Xj , Xk][Xj , Xk] ;
here, X· = iq·A TA.
Excercise 6: (cp. [34], [42])
Let λa and λ
†
a =
∂
∂λa
(a = 1, . . . ,Λ) be fermionic creation, resp.
annihilation-operators; i.e. {λa, λb} = 0 =
{
∂
∂λa
, ∂
∂λb
}
,
{
λa,
∂
∂λb
}
= δab,
∂
∂λa
| 0〉 = 0 (for all a, and b).
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Define [34]
∗ :=
Λ∑
m=0
(−)m ǫa1...aΛ
m!(Λ−m)! λa1 · . . . · λam ∂λaΛ . . . ∂λam+1 .
Show that on the p-fermion-sector, i.e. on states |Ψp〉 = Ψa1...ap λa1 ·
. . . · λap |0〉, one has
∂λa ∗ |Ψp〉 = (−)Λ−p ∗ λa|Ψp〉
λa ∗ |Ψp〉 = (−)Λ−p+1 ∗ ∂λa |Ψp〉 ,
as well as ∗2 |Ψp〉 = (−)p(Λ−p)+Λ|Ψp〉; thus, (note the sign-errors in
equations (17)-(19) of [34])
Hab λa
∂
∂λb
∗ = ∗Hab λa ∂
∂λb
(Fab λa λb +Gab ∂λa ∂λb) ∗ = − ∗ (Fab λa λb +Gab ∂λa ∂λb) .
For the SU(N)-invariant matrix-models (1)
FαA,βB = δαβ fABE(qd−1,E + i qd,E)
GαA,βB = −F ∗αA,βB
HαA,βB = HαA,βB(qjE)j=1,... ,d−2 .
Therefore, if one defines q̂dE := −qdE , q̂s 6=d,E = qsE , H will commute
with the joint action of ∗ and ̂, hence H(∗Ψ(q̂)) = 0 if H Ψ(q) = 0.
For d = 2 and even N this means (cp. [42]; there, ∗ is taken to be the
Hodge-operator – which corresponds to taking (−)m(Λ−m), instead of
(−)m, in the above definition of ∗) that the corresponding index (of
H) trivially vanishes, as for odd Λ ∗Ψ(q̂) will be fermionic if Ψ(q) is
bosonic (and vice versa).
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IV
Consider 3 traceless, antihermitean N × N matrices Xa(t), t ∈
(−∞,+∞), developping in time according to the equations
X˙a = ǫabcXbXc −mXa . (1)
The stationary points of this flow are representations of su(2), i.e. Xa =
mJa,
[Ja, Jb] = ǫabcJc . (2)
The question is: given 2 such representations, ρ+ and ρ−, under which
circumstances do there exist solutions Xa(t) of (1) approaching the
representation ρ+ as t→ +∞ and (being conjugate to) ρ− as t→ −∞ ?
Denoting the space of such solutions byM(ρ−, ρ+), Kronheimer [10],
in parts building on work of Slodowy [9], proved that
M(ρ−, ρ+) = N (ρ−) ∩ S(ρ+) , (3)
where the r.h.s. is well known from singularity theory related to Lie
algebras [9]. In the main part of this lecture, based on joint work with
C. Bachas and B. Pioline (see [11]; in particular concerning the physical
relevance of (1), (3)) I will discuss (3):
Take
h =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, x =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, y =
(
0 0
1 0
)
(4)
as generators of sℓ(2,C), the complexification of su(2); denote byH± :=
ρ±(h), X± := ρ±(x), Y± := ρ±(y), the corresponding N × N matrices
in the representation ρ±, i.e. satisfying the same commutation relations
as those following from (4),
[x, y] = h, [h, x] = 2x, [h, y] = −2y . (5)
N (ρ±) is then defined as the orbit of Y± under the complexified gauge
group, SU(N)C = SL(N,C):
N (ρ −
(+)
) := {gY −
(+)
g | g ∈ SL(N,C)} (6)
while
S(X +
(−)
) = Y +
(−)
+ Z(X +
(−)
) (7)
where
Z(X +
(−)
) := {A ∈ sℓ(N,C) | [A,X +
(−)
] = 0} (8)
is the centralizer of X +
(−)
.
Example (N = 3):
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Let ρ− be the irreducible 3-dimensional representation of su(2), and
ρ+ = 2⊕1 the direct sum of the irreducible 2-dimensional one, and the
trivial 1-dimensional (putting all Ja = 0). Then one has
Y− =
√
2
 0 0 01 0 0
0 1 0
 Y+ =
 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0

X− =
√
2
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 X+ =
 0 10 0
0

H− =
 2 0 00 0 0
0 0 −2
 H+ =
 1 00 −1
0
 . (9)
In this example,
S(ρ+) =
s =
 a b c1 a 0
0 e −2a
 | a, b, e, c ∈ C
 , (10)
as can be found either by a simple explicit computation, or using the
general fact that sℓ(N,C) decomposes, under the adjoint action of ρ +
(−)
into irreducible representation spaces of sℓ(2,C), each of which con-
tains exactly one 1-parameter family of elements of Z(X +
(−)
); in the
above case, sℓ(3,C) decomposes, under the action of (Y+ = E21, X+ =
E12, H+ = E11 −E22) into one 3-dimensional representation space (ρ+
itself, contributing C · X+ to Z(X+)), two 2-dimensional
ones: spanned by E23 and [E12, E23] = E13 ∈ Z(E12), resp. E31 and
[E12, E31] = −E32 ∈ Z(E12), and one 1-dimensional one (C·(E11+E22−
2E33) ∈ Z(E12)). Instead of computingN (ρ−) explicitly, N (ρ−)∩S(ρ+)
can, in the above example, be determined by simply demanding s3 =
0, s2 6= 0 for the elements in (10); this gives b = −3a2, ec = 8a3, i.e.
N (ρ−) ∩ S(ρ+) = (11)
=

 a −3a2 c1 a 0
0 e −2a
 a,c,e∈C
ec=8a3
 .
According to (3),M(ρ−, ρ+) is therefore the 4-dimensional (singular)
space (11). Let me now sketch (part of) the proof of (3) (cp [10]): One
first ‘gauges’ (1) by introducing a 4-th traceless, antihermitean, N ×N
matrix, X0, and going over to the equations
X˙a + [X0, Xa] =
1
2
ǫabc[Xb, Xc]−mXa . (12)
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Due to their invariance under
Xa → X˜a = U(t)XaU−1(t) ,
X0 → X˜0 = UX0U−1 − U˙U−1 , (13)
a solution X˜a of (1) may be obtained from a solution Xa of (12) by
choosing U in (13) such that X˜0 = 0. (12) is then split into one complex
equation (from now on, m = 2)
β˙ + 2β + 2[α, β] = 0 , (14)
and one real equation,
d
dt
(α+ α†) + 2(α+ α†) + 2[α, α†] + 2[β, β†] = 0 . (15)
Due to α := 1
2
(X0 − iX3) and β := −12(X1 + iX2) no longer having to
obey any (anti)hermiticity conditions, the gauge-invariance of (14) is
enhanced to complex (!) gauge transformations
α → gαg−1 − 1
2
g˙g−1
g ∈ SL(N,C)
β → gβg−1 .
(16)
Kronheimer [1] then proved that any solution of (14) (with the required
boundary conditions) is gauge equivalent to
α−(t) =
1
2
H−, β−(t) = Y− for t ∈ (−∞, 0]
α+(t) =
1
2
H+, β+(t) = Y+ + e
−2te−t adH+Z+
for t ∈ [0,+∞) , (17)
with Z+ ∈ Z(X+). Stated the other way round (actually 0 may be
replaced by any finite time, in (17)): for any given solution (α, β) of
(14) there exist g+ and g− (approaching the identity, resp. a constant
group element, at t = +∞, resp. t = −∞) such that, for any finite t,
β = g−1+ (Y+ + e
−(2+ adH+)tZ+)g+
2α = g−1+ H+g+ + g
−1
+ g˙+ (18)
AND
β = g−1− Y−g−
2α = g−1− H−g− + g
−1
− g˙− .
This means that for any finite t,
Y+ + e
−(2+ adH+)tZ+ , (19)
which is ∈ S(ρ+), must be gauge-equivalent to Y−, i.e. must be ∈
N (ρ−). Putting t = 0, and assuming (proved in [10]) that the gauge–
invariance can always be used to satisfy (15), this gives the desired
correspondance between solutions of (1), interpolating between ρ− and
ρ+, and (Y++Z(X+))∩N (Y−). Letting t→ +∞, while noting that (2+
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adH+) is strictly positive
∗ on Z(X+), one finds that Y+ (henceN (ρ+)!)
must actually be contained in the closure of N (ρ−) (for M(ρ−, ρ+) to
be non-empty). If this condition is fulfilled, the dimension of M, due
to S+ and N− meeting transversely, can be computed as follows:
dim(S+ ∩N−) (20)
= dimS+ + dimN− − dim(S+ ∩N−)
= dimS+ − dimS− .
As a general N×N SU(2) representation is a direct sum of irreducible
ones,
ρ =
∑
j∈N/2
nj [j] (21)
with dim[j] = 2j + 1 ∈ N, ρ± correspond to partitions P± of N , hence
are associated to Young–tableaux(‘s) T±, the number of boxes in row
k corresponding to the dimension of the k’s representation in (21),
— having ordered them with the largest [j] first. The condition that
N (g+) ⊂ N (g−) then translates (see e.g. [45, 11]) into the condition
that, for each p = 1, 2, . . . , the number of boxes contained in the first p
columns must not decrease (when going from T− to T+). Another way
to state the same condition is to compare the null–spaces of powers of
Y− to those of Y+ (which, for each given power, must not decrease).
∗in the previous example one would have
[H+ = E11 − E22,
X+
E13
E32
E11 + E22 − 2E33
] =
2X+
1 ·E13
1 ·E32
0
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Excercise 7: In [44] it has been shown that if Xj = ∂1 fj ∂2 − ∂2 fj ∂1
(j = 1, . . . , 5) are 5 divergence-free vectorfields, their totally antisym-
metrized product s5(X1, . . . , X5) will, in contrast with all other M-
commutators (M > 2), again be a (generally non-zero) divergence-free
vector-field, and
ad s5(X1, . . . , X5) = s5(adX1, . . . , adX5) ,
as well as
[X6, s5(X1, . . . , X5)] =
5∑
j=1
s5(X1, . . . , Xj−1, [X,Xj], Xj+1, . . . , X5) ;
correspondingly one may define
{f1, . . . , f5}5 :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂1f1 ∂1f2 ∂1f3 ∂1f4 ∂1f5
∂2f1 . . . . . . . . . ∂2f5
∂21f1 . . . . . . . . . ∂
2
1f5
∂212f1 . . . . . . . . . ∂
2
12f5
∂22f1 . . . . . . . . . ∂
2
2f5
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for functions on T 2, with {. . . }5 and the ordinary Poisson-bracket
{f, g} := ∂1f ∂2g−∂2f ∂1g satisfying various (mixed) identities, – which
will be quite relevant for the understanding of 2- and 5-branes in M-
theory.
Conjecture (Approximation of 5-commutator of functions by 5-
commutator of matrices):
Let γ(
⇀
m1, . . . ,
⇀
m5) be defined via
{f⇀
m1
, . . . , f⇀
m5
}5 = γ(⇀m1, . . . , ⇀m5) ei
∑5
j=1
⇀
mj ·
⇀
ϕ
,
f⇀
mj
= ei
⇀
mj
⇀
ϕ , and T⇀
m
:= w
1
2
m1m2 gm1 hm2 (with w, g, h as in II (55);
M = 1 for simplicity); then, as N →∞,
s5(T⇀m1, . . . , T
⇀
m5
) = CN γ(
⇀
m1, . . . ,
⇀
m5) T∑5
1
⇀
mj
(
1 + 0
(
1
N
))
.
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